EUTHA BAG

A body bag to respect pets and families.

The respectful and professional way of handling deceased pets. No more need to use garbage bags or old cardboard boxes for transporting deceased pets.

Integrated Handles:
The pleats on each end create handles for easy transport

Thick:
Resistant to nails and tears

Ecological:
With no chlorine or PVC. Water based ink. Vegetal based glue

Leakproof:
Made of waterproof fabric.

Expandable:
Adjusts to the animal’s size

Identifiable:
With a pen, a marker, or ID sticker on a shipping tag.

Created by Dr. Celine Leheurteux, small animal veterinarian.

Very affordable!

Patent Pending

Distributed by Jorgensen Laboratories, Inc.
www.JorVet.com
These beautiful sympathy cards are a nice gesture in reaching out to clients after they have suffered the loss of a pet. They are 5 x 7 heavy card and blank inside for a personalized note.

**Feline Galaxy**
Drawing by Canadian artist and veterinary technician, Véronique Jean
10 cards w/envelopes

**Canine Galaxy**
Drawing by Canadian artist and veterinary technician, Véronique Jean
10 cards w/envelopes

**Freedom**
Original creation by J-Luc Dion.
10 cards w/envelopes

**Peace**
Original creation by J-Luc Dion.
10 cards w/envelopes

**Contemplation**
Picture by Canadian photographer and veterinarian M-H Gravel
10 cards w/envelopes

**Season Change**
Picture by Canadian photographer and veterinarian M-H Gravel
10 cards w/envelopes

2 each of 6 different cards